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The growth of renewable energy, especially PV system has been accelerated in the past 
decades. With this growth, several problems have been identified that can interfere with 
the power quality on the distribution network. These problems include; voltage rise, voltage 
unbalance, voltage sag/swell, flickering, and harmonic issue. IEEE 13 bus distribution 
network has been chosen to be the base of this research due to its flexibility and it has been 
modeled in DigSILENT Power Factory. The results of the study shown that the identified 
problems were real, and it needs to be addressed before damages can be done to the 
equipment. The proposed solution to the network was to double feed the network. Double 
feeding is a solution that proposed an extra connection to the grid in the farthest node in 
the distribution network. The proposed solution has been tested and promising results were 
found. Overall the study has been helpful to test the capability of a distribution network to 
handle a various degree of PV production level and how double feeding affected the power 
quality of the network. More research in the network is needed, especially with a real 
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This thesis will discuss the growth of renewable energy in Australia and the world. It will also explore 
the various power quality problems that come with it. The structure of the document will be the 
following: Aim of the study and research objectives will be listed below followed closely by a closer 
look in the literature reviews. Standards will be discussed to mark the validity of the research. 
Modelling and simulation, power quality issues, and solution will be presented in order. Finally, a 
conclusion and future work will be presented. 
Aim of the study 
The aim of this thesis is to investigate some of the power quality issues related to the high 
renewable penetration in a distribution network. This thesis will also investigate further on one of 
the different solutions to address power quality issues in the network. Double feeding the network 
will be observed, and the result will be compared to the default network. 
Objectives 
• Measure: This first objective of this study is to measure the various issues regarding a high 
renewable penetration in the distribution network using a modelling software. The issues 
are then to be confirmed with the various Australian standards to determine the severity of 
the problems. 
• Compare: The next objective will be to compare the proposed solution result with the 
default network result. The comparison is then can be deemed a viable solution or not. 
Growth of PV Technology 
Photovoltaic (PV) application continue to grow in the recent years with no prospect of stopping 
soon. A 33% growth was reported from all around the world, and it is expected that this industry will 
reach a stunning one hundred-billion-euro worth by the 2020s. This growth is mainly driven by the 
cheaper PV panel variants that are released yearly (Hoffmann 2006) 
With a 60% growth in both the home and industrial PV markets in just four years and a capacity of 
606 MW at the end of 2010 (Sherwood 2011), the United States now has a capacity of 55.9 GW 
which is enough to power 10.7 million homes. The United States is also expected to have 14 GW of 
PV installed annually by 2023 (SEIA 2018).  In Europe, there has been significant growth in the PV 
market in recent years. With a capacity of 102 GW, Europe is still leading in PV industries and 
market. Although this number is expected to grow, Europe will have a stagnant growth of 7–8 GW 
from 2017 to 2022 (Jäger-Waldau 2017). 
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Recently, Australia has had rapid growth in the PV market, specifically during the 2010–2013 period 
with almost 3 GW installed. Although 3 GW might not seem much, Australia only produced 150 kW 
before the rapid growth. With the market growing each day, Australia now has a combined installed 
PV capacity of 8.45 GW with no sign of stopping soon both in the residential and utility scales (APVI 
2018). 
Rooftop PV panels have proven to be quite popular in Australian households. It is reported that 
power production from these panels alone is enough to power 1.8 million Australian homes 
(Silkstone 2017). With so much energy being produced, some issues related to power quality will 
arise. Grid stability caused by high power production from PV panels is of major concern (Wood 
2018). Due to this issue, it is important to study the effect of high renewable energy penetration in 
distribution networks and take preventive measures to ensure high network stability and to prevent 
any equipment damages. 
 
Figure 1: Australian Grid Connected PV Capacity (APVI 2018) 
Power Quality issues on a High Solar PV Penetration Network 
Voltage Rise 
In a distribution network, there are equipment, such as on-load tap changing transformers (OLTC), 
switched capacitors, and voltage regulators, that control the level of voltage delivered to customers. 
They mainly compensate voltage drops in the feeder line. The existing distribution network is usually 
designed from the basis of one-directional current flow (unidirectional). However, with solar PV 
systems introduced into the network, the current direction becomes two-directional (bidirectional), 
which can introduce some problems in the existing system. 
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During PV peak production hours (high production, low load), a problem may arise at the end of the 
distribution line, and this will pose a problem to the network (Ronkoski, Turcotte and El-Fouly 2012). 
With more PV inverters being installed, a different problem also arises. Some of these inverters are 
designed to only control the real power of the system and not at the integration point. This leads to 
a certain difficulty in regulating the voltage because of the unidirectional issues (State of The Art on 
Dispersed PV Power Generation 2007). This can lead to equipment damage and undesirable quality 
of power for customers. 
 
Studies have also shown that systems with high PV penetration will reduce voltage drops and fix the 
unbalanced voltage problem (Baran, et al. 2011) However, it is known that reverse flow direction will 
be difficult to predict. Also, some inverters with capabilities of voltage regulation will have an impact 






One issue with PV power production is flickering, flickering will appear when a cloud covers the skies 
and preventing power to be generated at the maximum level for a short-term period When there is 
a rapid change in solar irradiation, the result is an imbalance of voltage produced, and this can cause 
power fluctuations in a PV network (Woyte, et al. 2006). Flickering will also reduce the PV 
equipment’s life expectancy due to undesirable ramp up and down in a short period.  
 
Figure 2: Solar irradiance in an average day (Patsalides, et al. 2007) 
 
Figure 3: PV power production in an average day (Patsalides, et al. 2007) 
As shown in both Figure 2 and 3 solar irradiation can ramp up and down in a short-term period, 
which makes it difficult to predict. Further study with various solar irradiation level will be carried 




This mainly occurs in heavy rooftop connected PV networks. Voltage unbalance occurs when there is 
an uneven load consumption in a network. Normally, it would already be addressed by the utility 
provider by spreading the load evenly. However, in the case of PV-connected networks, PV rooftop 
panels are placed randomly, and these can cause voltage unbalance in the network.   
Different reasoning regarding voltage unbalanced including the design of a distribution network that 
is asymmetrical geometries, non-transposed lines and uneven phase loads. This condition will result 
in a power quality difference in each phase of the lines. (Yan and Saha 2012)  
Voltage Sag 
Symmetrical and unsymmetrical faults will occur at some point in the system. If this happens in a 
heavy PV-connected network, it can trip the three-phase circuit breaker and cut off PV power 
production, leading to the loss of supplied power. Usually, this will happen when symmetrical and 
unsymmetrical faults occur on some specific loads and starting phase of large motors (Guinane, et al. 
2012) When this happens, unbalanced voltage sags will occur on high loads and swell on light loads 
of the system.  
Partial shading can also be the cause of voltage sags. According to Olamaei and S. Ebrahimi, the 
effect can be simulated and solved by using a dynamic voltage restorer (DVR) to significantly reduce 
voltage sags caused by partial shading (Olamaei and S. Ebrahimi 2016). 
 




During a fault condition, most networks are designed to identify the fault quickly and cut the current 
as soon as possible to minimise the damage to the equipment for the safety of customers and 
workers. However, a network with high PV penetration will mask the fault current, making the 
protection device fail to operate, and thus, making it dangerous both to the equipment and people. 
While some inverters are designed to handle this problem, it is not guaranteed that all inverters can 
be turned off under a specific fault condition. (Small Scale Domestic Rooftop Solar Photovoltaic 
Systems 2011) Harmonic interference will also be present in networks with high PV penetration due 
to their inverter. However, most of the inverters installed have some capacity for harmonic control. 
Solution for Power Quality Issues 
Finding one perfect solution for various PV power quality issues might not be a feasible option due 
to the complexity of the issues. Spreading PV generation might fix the problem. While it is proven 
that spreading the PV generation will improve under voltage, voltage unbalance, and sags in the 
network, it is not a simple solution to implement because of how PV placements are spread in the 
network. Besides, regulating this network will become complicated and make it more expensive than 
usual. (Saidan, M.Heidari and Mirabbasi 2010) 
A combination of distribution static compensators (dSTATCOMs) and on-load tap changers (OLTC) 
was previously proposed to solve some low power quality issues (such as voltage unbalance) related 
to high PV penetration in distribution networks. Further study indicated that by introducing energy 
storage systems (ESS), better power quality was achieved. (Pezeshki, et al. 2018)  
A dynamic voltage restorer (DVR) can be integrated into the secondary side of the transformer to 
inject active power and reactive power to the network. Thus, maintaining an acceptable voltage 
level in a low voltage (LV) distribution network. By using this type of DVR, an optimum tap setting 
has been studied and proposed to achieve better results compared to a normal tap setting. 
However, for it to work, a new communication device must be present to allow the DVR to 
communicate with load points, which are not yet present in LV distribution networks. (Sagha, et al. 
2017) The placement of multiple voltage control devices in a distributed position has also been 
explored and been proven to fix some of the power quality problems. (Chamana, Chowdhury and 
Jahanbakhsh 2018) 
Batteries have been widely used as a storage for excess energy generated during solar peak hours, 
and support during low power production. Batteries usually have a stable output rate and a reliable 
voltage rating, making it a good candidate to fix power quality issues. Well placed distributed 
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batteries in a low voltage network can prevent some power quality issues (Chua, et al. 2012) It has 
also been further studied that batteries can mitigate a single-phase voltage unbalance issue (Wong, 
et al. 2011) Furthermore, batteries can also be controlled to work simultaneously with on-load tap 
changing transformers to result in reduced active power production and reduced voltage increase. 
While this sounds promising, a problem with continuous usage has been reported, and further study 
is required. 
Another solution was proposed to reconfigure unbalanced distribution networks. This study involved 
analysis by changing the phase sequences, PV connection points, and loads location and sizing (Yan 
and Saha 2012). However, due to the randomness of PV installations, it is not possible to fix the 
power quality issues with this method as it would also be an expensive solution. Changing the 
existing lines or upgrading them was also studied and proven to increase the power quality of the 
network. However, this is also a very expensive process (Masters 2002). Another proposed solution 
is the regulation of transformer taps. It is a less expensive method, and it will fix some power quality 
issues in the distribution network. Nevertheless, almost all distribution network transformers have a 
fixed tap setting that requires a manual adjustment, making this an undesirable solution (Oates 
2007). 
Shunt capacitors have also been known to solve some of the power quality issues found in high PV 
penetration networks. They work by compensating the production of reactive power. Distributed 
static compensators and dynamic voltage restorers have been explored to solve some of the power 
quality issues found in high PV penetration distribution networks. Further study indicated that the 
static compensator works better than the voltage restorer (Mafra, Uturbey and Filho 2010).  
However, both options are expensive in capital investment and maintenance, thus, making this an 
unpreferred solution. 
PV inverters can also be used to fix some issues of power quality. Some of them are capable of both 
supplying or reducing reactive power that will improve the power quality in some scenarios (Smith, 
et al. 2011) Another study found that utility-scale inverters can also be modified by adding a new 
control unit that will regulate voltage and compensate reactive power (Varma, Rahman and 
Vanderheide 2015) While these studies sound promising, they all use linear loads in a steady-state 
condition that does not represent a real-world scenario. This makes them unreliable. Further study 






To achieve a regulated and safe result, power quality standards must be fulfilled. Voltage magnitude 
standards are most important in a high PV penetration distribution network. In Australia, AS 60038-
2000 states that single-phase (230V) and three-phase (400V) supply voltage both have a tolerance of 
-6% to +10%. Some utility companies also refer to AS 61000.3.100: 2011 as a standard in voltage 
supply magnitude. AS 61000.3.100 refers to a slightly different standard in 11kV power integration 
points, 415V, and single phase 240V network in following -5% to +5% for 11kV and -6% to 6% in 
415V, and -6% to +6% for single phase 240V. American standard (ANSI C.84.1) also states that 
service voltage should be between -5% to +5%. It also suggests equipment safety and maintenance. 
Few standards are being used to regulate voltage quality, such as IEEE 929-2000, IEEE 1547, and AS 
4777.2. IEEE standards mention that PV inverters are not allowed to regulate voltage level. Instead, 
it must shut down in the case of external voltage limit condition (0.88–1.10 pu), compared to the 
0.94–1.10 pu voltage limits in AS 4777.2, as 4.777.2 also mentions 0.95 lagging and 0.8 leading for 
power factor operating range and allowing voltage regulation in the inverter. With the updated 2015 
AS 4.777 standards, a few changes including power factor range have been made – 0.95 
lagging/leading.  
Voltage sag is a condition acknowledged by IEEE 1159-2009 when the root mean square (RMS) 
voltage drops by 10% to 90% from its rated voltage. The same standard also talked about voltage 
swell and defined it as an increase of RMS voltage by 10% to 80% from the rated voltage in a half 
cycle to a one-minute period. In Australia, standard AS/NZS 61000.4.30 is being used to regulate 
these power quality issues at 90% and 110% from its rated voltage for voltage sag and swell. The 
standard also regulates voltage unbalance at the maximum limit of 5% compared to the 2% limit of 
IEEE 1159 from rated voltage level. 
AS/NZS 61000.4.30 also defined voltage unbalance range by using a three phase to phase voltage 
equation and stated that the maximum limit for voltage unbalance is 5%. Compared to AS/NZS, IEEE 
1159-2009 mentioned that 1% is for any voltage level and 2% for maximum limit. To calculate 
voltage unbalance, equations from AS/NZS 61000.4.30 will be used as standard (Eq 1 & 2), with Vab, 
Vbc, and Vca as per phase voltage. 
%𝑉𝑈 =  √
1 − √3 − 6𝛽
1 + √3 − 6𝛽
× 100       (𝐸𝑞 1) 









       (𝐸𝑞 2) 
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Voltage fluctuation and flicker, usually measured by voltage magnitude and its fluctuation 
frequency, are also important issues to address. AS 4377 stated that flicker can be measured over 
two time periods (short term and long-term severity (Pst & Plt)) measured over ten minutes for the 
short term and over two hours for the long term. To calculate both short term and long term, two 
equations were devised (Eq 3 & 4). 
𝑃𝑠𝑡 =  √0.0315𝑃0.1 + 0.0525𝑃1 + 0.0657𝑃3 + 0.28𝑃10 + 0.08𝑃50         (𝐸𝑞 3)  
P0.1, P1, P3, P10, and P50 are the ratio of relative voltage change (Vmax – Vmin) to the nominal voltage 




33               (𝐸𝑞 4) 
The standard of the low and medium voltage level of flicker is written in AS/NZS 61000.3.7, where Pst 
maximum limit is 1 and 0.8 for Plt. According to AS/NZS 61000.3.3:2012, the value of Pst should not 
be more than 1 and 0.65 for Plt in devices with input current less than 16A for each phase. In most 





Several issues have been highlighted and studied in this chapter. Power quality has become an issue 
in high PV penetration distribution networks, and it needs to be thoroughly studied. Power quality 
issues include voltage rise, flickering, voltage unbalance, voltage sag, and other problems. These 
issues have been studied before, and several solutions have been proposed and applied. However, 
more study involving these problems will be proven useful for further development. AS/NZS & IEEE 
standards will be used as a measure to make sure the solutions that will be proposed later in this 




Modelling and Simulation 
Introduction 
To study the impact of high PV penetration in distribution networks on various power quality issues, 
an accurate and reliable tool is needed to simulate the distribution network, PV systems, faults, and 
load. This chapter will discuss how and why the selected tool was chosen, and the various 
components that were selected for this study 
IEEE 13 Bus Distribution Network 
 
Figure 5: IEEE 13 bus distribution network 
The 13-bus distribution network was chosen for this study due to its ability to adapt to multiple 
conditions and scenarios that will be explored. The 13-bus system has many components. The 13-
bus system has many components, from the beginning, a 132 kV line is connected to the transformer 
that output 4.16 kV to the rest of the network. The overhead line was chosen as a line type. Each bus 
will have a balanced or unbalanced load depending on the scenarios and the study that is being 
conducted. PV networks have also been set up to be easily connected and disconnected depending 




The PV system that was considered in this study was selected separately. Rather than selecting a 
pre-loaded system provided by PowerFactory, a custom PV system that is modifiable was deemed 
more important than the pre-loaded system. In DigSILENT Power Factory, building a custom PV 
system involves selecting a PV capacity, inverter number, number of panels per inverter, its P-I 
characteristic, angle, efficiency, power factor, and irradiation. Irradiation values are automatically 
obtained by PowerFactory, although it can be manually set if it needed. 
For most of the studies, the PV values did not change except for the capacity, number of inverters, 
and number of panels per inverter. Inverter efficiency was kept at 95%, panels angle was set at 30 
degree, and power factor was left at 0.9. The PV is then controlled by PowerFactory either by P-
controller or Q-controller, depending on simulation requirements. The PV panels will be installed in 
bus 3,4,5,6,7,9,11, and 12 for voltage quality study and line 2-7 for harmonic study.  
Load 
DigSILENT PowerFactory has several types of loads. Three types of loads were chosen for the 
different types of studies that have been carried out. The general load is the most basic load that can 
be widely used. It contains a linear load that simulates impedance in the network. The low voltage 
load is the type of load was used to run quasi-dynamic simulations. It can determine the specific 
values that are needed in quasi-dynamic simulations. The non-linear load was also used to simulate 
harmonic distortion. Non-linear loads can consist of personal computers, CFL bulbs, and various 
other electronic equipment. Load size will vary according to different studies. Generally, the loads 
are to be sized, starting at 0.4 MW to 1 MW, and the location will be randomised to generate a 
dynamic result for each scenario performed. 
DigSILENT Power Factory 
All simulations were conducted with DigSILENT PowerFactory. PowerFactory is a professional 
simulation tool used to conduct multiple studies or as monitoring software for a network. Its 
purpose made it a useful tool for this study. PowerFactory can conduct power flow, quasi-dynamic, 
RMS simulation, and other useful network modelling studies with an easy and fast method while still 
maintaining high accuracy. PowerFactory also allows users to design multiple scenarios and 
conditions for different studies in a single network, which made it an efficient simulation tool. This 
software is the preferred program chosen by industries and has been Murdoch University’s chosen 





Voltage Quality Issues 
Introduction 
In this chapter, a research has been done to investigate the issues on the voltage quality in a high PV 
penetration in a distribution network. This chapter will investigate voltage rise, voltage sag or swell 
and voltage unbalance. These issues are tested on IEEE 13-bus distribution network with PV 
additions in multiple location points. These studies will be done with quasi dynamic simulation and 
RMS simulation provided by DigSILENT Power Factory. A summary of the chapter will be provided in 
at the end. 
Voltage Quality issues in IEEE 13 Bus Distribution Network 
The use of IEEE 13-bus distribution network was considered because of the unbalance aspect of it 
that can be investigated and studied. To represent various scenarios of PV modelling, the 13-bus 
distribution network has been modified to allow the study to be possible. Modifications were made 
to include multiple PV panels that can be connected or disconnected depending on which scenarios 
were chosen. The 13-bus distribution network is modelled in DigSILENT Power Factory as seen below 
(Figure 6). The 13-bus system is also interesting because it is consisting of two parts, upper half and 
bottom half. The upper half is the area that is connected directly to the external grid and the 
surrounding bus (2-6) this area should have a better power quality due to its proximity with the grid. 
The bottom half consists of bus 7-13, this area is connected to the first half by a 1.2 km ground line 
here it is expected to have less power quality compared to the first half due its location and power 




Figure 6: IEEE 13 Bus Distribution Network 
 
Voltage Rise 
In this study. Three scenarios were developed to gain a better understanding about high PV 
penetration in a distribution network. To investigate the voltage rise, low PV penetration, high PV 
penetration, and higher PV penetration were done. All of these studies were done in both single 
phase and three phase networks to see the full effect of voltage rise. In low PV penetration the total 
PV peak production capacity is 810 kW, and PVs are only installed in bus 4, 5, and 6. For the high PV 
penetration, the total PV production capacity is 1,620 kW, and more PV’s are installed at bus 11, 13 
and 9. For higher PV penetration, the PV production was increased by 25 percent totalling at 2025 
kW. The three values (810 kW-2025 kW) were selected due to the network loads level. The 810 kW 
was chosen as a base because power production at 810 kW was able to make a noticeable impact to 
the network without overpowering the default network result. A growth of PV production was 
devised resulting the 1620 kW and the 2025 kW that represent a double production with a 25 
percent increase in the network.0.8-1 MW linear loads have been selected for this study. The three-
phase configuration is to be kept at balanced in each phase. the Daily PV solar production is shown 
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below in figure 7. As figure 7 shown, the PV panel follows the regular PV power curve. This result is 
taken from one of scenario 1 PV panels. The study will be done in one year of time frame to simulate 
seasonal change and solar irradiation changes throughout the year. Solar Irradiation data are directly 
obtained from Power Factory geographical location situated at Murdoch University Campus Perth, 
WA. The PV panels are set at 30-degree incline and 95 percent inverter efficiency with no solar 
tracking put in place. Otherwise all minor values are left at default to make sure the simulations are 
working as intended.  
 
 















Table 1: Scenario 1 Voltage Result 
 
Figure 8: Daily voltage result for scenario 1 
In scenario one, PVs were connected on only select bus at the upper half of the network specifically 
for bus 2 to 6. Same power output was set on all PV totalling 810 kW. All bus voltages are still 
between the limit of safe operating range. The only notable warning will be between Bus 7-13 that 



















Bus 10 Bus 11 Bus 12 Bus 13 Bus 2
Bus 3 Bus 4 Bus 5 Bus 6 Bus 7
Bus 8 Bus 9 Upper Limit Bottom Limit
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notable difference is the upper half bus is experiencing closer to unity power factor compared to the 
bottom half. This is mainly caused by voltage losses in the line connecting bus 2 and 7. 
 
 
Bus Phase A Phase B Phase C 
10 0.952 0.968 0.946 
11 0.955 0.971 0.949 
12 0.953 0.969 0.948 
13 0.954 0.971 0.947 
2 1.011 1.036 1.006 
3 1.018 1.041 1.012 
4 1.015 1.037 1.008 
5 1.015 1.037 1.008 
6 1.009 1.038 1.008 
7 0.952 0.972 0.944 
8 0.952 0.972 0.944 
9 0.951 0.969 0.946 
Table 2: Scenario 1 Voltage Phase Result 
For scenario 1 per phase voltage result shown that phase B contain the highest per phase voltage 
followed by A and C. However, nothing is exceeding the AS/NZS standard of 5% and still can be 











Table 3: Scenario 2 Voltage Result 
 
Figure 9: Daily voltage result for scenario 2 
For the second scenario, more nodes were connected with PV and producing a total power of 1620 
kW. In scenario two all bus voltages are still in between the limit of safe operating range. However, it 
was found that adding more PV to the network will increase the overall voltage magnitude of the 
network. In this scenario, voltage level can be seen experiencing a jump in magnitude across the 
year with bus 7-13 peaking at around 1.05 pu. This new value is exceeding the AS/NZS limit of 5% 
and will be dangerous to the equipment in the network. Overall bus 2-6 is experiencing an increase 






















Bus 10 Bus 11 Bus 12 Bus 13 Bus 2
Bus 3 Bus 4 Bus 5 Bus 6 Bus 7
Bus 8 Bus 9 Upper Limit Bottom Limit
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Bus Phase A Phase B Phase C 
10 1.021 1.059 1.018 
11 1.024 1.060 1.022 
12 1.026 1.062 1.023 
13 1.029 1.064 1.027 
2 1.015 1.045 1.012 
3 1.019 1.046 1.014 
4 1.021 1.049 1.016 
5 1.023 1.047 1.018 
6 1.024 1.049 1.019 
7 1.028 1.064 1.024 
8 1.028 1.064 1.024 
9 1.031 1.065 1.028 
Table 4: Scenario 2 Voltage Phase Result 
The per phase result for scenario 2 shown that phase B voltage level for bus 7-13 are all beyond the 
AS/NZS 5% limit. Due to reverse power flow, the upper half part of the distribution network also 
experiencing a voltage increase, however it is a mild voltage increase. 
Scenario 3 
 




Figure 10: Daily voltage result for scenario 3 
In scenario three, PV production is increased by 25 % and totalling 2025 kW for the whole network, 
this resulted an even higher maximum voltage during peak production periods. While upper buses 
(2-6) still experiencing a safe voltage range and only peaking at an average of 1.008 pu, the bottom 
buses (7-13) peak voltage is experiencing overvoltage at average peak production of 1.07 that is 
clearly above the AS/NZS standard. This is an issue that must be addressed before damage can be 
done to the equipment. Overall bus 2-6 is experiencing an increase of 3.5 % and bus 7-13 
experiencing an increase of 4 % compared to the first scenario. 
Bus Phase A Phase B Phase C 
10 1.026 1.610 1.021 
11 1.027 1.613 1.024 
12 1.028 1.618 1.028 
13 1.032 1.620 1.029 
2 1.018 1.046 1.016 
3 1.022 1.048 1.018 
4 1.023 1.052 1.020 
5 1.024 1.053 1.022 
6 1.026 1.054 1.025 
7 1.031 1.066 1.028 
8 1.031 1.066 1.028 
9 1.035 1.069 1.029 





















Bus 10 Bus 11 Bus 12 Bus 13 Bus 2
Bus 3 Bus 4 Bus 5 Bus 6 Bus 7
Bus 8 Bus 9 Upper Limit Bottom Limit
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As table 6 shown, the per-phase result for scenario 3 is even higher than the second scenario. This is 
expected as the PV power production increase, so will the per phase voltage. Most of the values are 
exceeding AS/NZS limit of 5 percent and considered dangerous to the network equipment. 
Discussion 
The results of the study shown that adding more PV to the system will result in a voltage rise 
condition. In scenario one, which is the low PV level the network is still in a safe voltage level. In the 
second scenario voltage level was increasing and some nodes were found with more than 5 percent 
allowable limit set by AS/NZ standard. In the third scenario the voltage level was increased even 
further with multiple nodes reaching over the allowable standard limit. The issues found in the 
network were mainly in the bottom part of the network. This issue was mainly caused by only a 
single line that was connecting the upper and bottom part of the distribution network. 
Voltage Unbalance 
Due to voltage variation in each phase, a condition known as voltage unbalance can present a 
problem to the network. Unbalance load usually known to be the main reason of voltage unbalance. 
While not limited only to unbalance load, the other reason that has been studied in this chapter in 
PV integration and its effect on the network voltage unbalance level. According to AS/NZS 
61000.4.30 the limit of voltage unbalance in the network is 5%. 
The study was done on IEEE 13 bus distribution network with three different scenarios. The first 
scenario in done to test the effect of low PV integration on the upper section of the network (bus 4, 
5, and 6) with a total of PV production of 810 kW. The second scenario is a similar case with more PV 
integrated into the network, more PVs are installed in the bottom section of the network (bus 9, 11, 
and 12) with a total of PV production of 1,620 kW. The third scenario is a case when more PV 
production was installed in the network, the total of PV production in this case is 2,025 kW. Quasi 
dynamic simulation then can be run on Power Factory with an emphasis of three phase voltage level 
on the network over a year period. 0.8-1 MW nonlinear loads have been selected for this study. The 
nonlinear loads consist of a combination of general load and reactive load. Overall average result can 
be obtained and can be compared to the other buses. Equations (Eq1 & 2) from AS/NZS 61000.4.30 




Figure 11: Voltage unbalance at different bus 
Figure 11 presents the voltage unbalance percentage at different bus throughout IEEE 13 bus 
distribution network with three scenarios attached. All three scenarios follow the same pattern with 
bus at the end (bus 12) experiencing the highest voltage unbalance percentage. In scenario one, 
voltage unbalance percentage went over the maximum limit of 5% at bus 7-12 set by AS/NZS 
61000.4.30. By adding more PV in the second scenario, the overall voltage unbalance went down to 
the more comfortable level with a maximum of 4.8% at bus 12. However, by adding more PVs to the 
network in scenario 3 the voltage unbalance percentage went up slightly with the maximum of 4.9% 
at bus 12. With this result keep in mind, it is noted that installing more PVs in the network without 
proper monitoring can increase the voltage unbalance percentage in the network.  
Voltage Sag or Swell 
In a distribution network, voltage sag or swell can be encountered during symmetric and 
unsymmetrical fault conditions. In the current state PV will automatically disconnect from the 
system to prevent further problem caused by reverse current. Sudden disconnection and connection 
of PV system will also have an impact in the network power quality. The main impact of sudden 
disconnection and connection is voltage sag or swell. To study this effect, a PV system was 
connected to Bus 3 of IEEE 13 bus distribution network. The size of the PV system that was 
connected to the bus is 1080 kW at a power factor of 0.9. Same loads profile as previous study case 
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Three faults conditions were tested, a single line to ground fault, double line to ground fault, and 
three phase symmetrical faults as those are the most common faults found in a distribution 
network. In each case fault was found at t = 3 sec and fault duration is 0.1 s. The results are 
presented in a block diagram consisted of each voltage phase (Va, Vb, Vc) and its fault phases (Va’, 
Vb’ Vc’). According to the AS/NZS 61000.4.30 standard the limit of voltage sag is 90% and the limit of 
voltage swell is 110%. The study was done in Power Factory RMS simulation. 
Single Line to Ground Fault 
Bus 3 was considered to be the fault location, the fault will consist of phase A fault, in the real-world 
scenario the fault will make the PV and the rest of the network isolated completely from the fault. 
The fault will make the affected phase A goes to zero at the selected bus location. Due to the nature 
of unsymmetrical fault, voltage sag or swell will occur to the other nearby bus thus creating losses.  
 
Figure 12: Single line to ground fault result 
Figure 12 shows each phase of voltage level in different bus adjacent to the fault bus. It is observed 
that the overall voltage drop in phase A is 12 percent and the overall voltage drop in phase C is 11 
percent which can be categorized as a voltage sag. While both phases A and C were experiencing 
voltage sag, phase B on the other hand was experiencing a voltage swell with an overall voltage 
increase of 9 percent. While all the limits are either slightly over or under, a solution should be 



















SINGLE LINE TO GROUND FAULT
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Double Line to Ground Fault 
This scenario is done in the same location as single line to ground fault. Double line to ground fault 
will consist a fault in phase A and phase B at the same time. The fault will make the affected fault 
phases to be at zero while at the same time affecting other bus phase voltage level. Double line to 
ground fault can be categorized as unsymmetrical fault. 
 
Figure 13: Double line to ground fault result 
Figure 13 shows a notable difference from single line to ground fault result. A notable difference 
would be a voltage drop in phase A, averaging about 24 percent. This situation is a serious notable 
voltage sag and should be addressed quickly as it will have a great impact to the rest of the network 
and equipment in place. Phase B is also experiencing a slight voltage drop averaging at 2 percent and 
still stays in a safe voltage sag limit. While other phases experiencing voltage sag, phase C was 
experiencing voltage swell, the overall voltage increase of phase C is 10 percent. This is mostly 
caused by an unsymmetrical fault that phase C was more affected than phase B due. This result is an 
opposite of what happened in a single line to ground fault.  
Three-phase Symmetrical Fault 
This scenario was conducted in the similar case as previous scenarios. Three-phase symmetrical fault 
can be considered as the worst fault as it affects all phases and will result in a wider effect to the 
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Figure 14: Three phase symmetrical fault result 
Figure 14 shows that phase A was experiencing a notable overall voltage drop at 10 percent, thus 
creating a voltage sag condition. Phase B is also experiencing a small voltage drop of 2 percent and 
still maintaining a safe operating level as 90% and 110% are the limitations of AS/NZS 61000.40.30. 
Phase C also experiences a voltage drop averaging of 11 percent, hence creating another voltage sag 
condition. In this scenario, all phases were experiencing a voltage sag condition, although the 
problem is not a major problem as the over limitation only occurs at phase C with 1% over the 
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Harmonic Issues  
Introduction 
This chapter will study the harmonic effects of high PV penetration on a distribution network. The 
harmonic emission of grid-connected PV systems will be investigated on IEEE 13-bus distribution 
network in different cases. The study will be performed in the PowerFactory modelling software 




Figure 15: Harmonic power factory modelling 
IEEE 13-bus distribution network has been selected due to its design and its unbalanced nature. It is 
fed with 4.16kV from the grid transformer and two side-by-side three-phase configurations for each 
wire. The harmonic study in the 13-bus system will have an additional unbalance load and grid-
connected PV system in the middle of line 2–7. The PV panels will be controlled with a constant V 
instead of a constant Q as in all previous studies. This is done to be able to generate viable data. 
More loads will be modelled as commercial and residential loads in line 2–7 that will be divided into 
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four equal lengths with a grid-connected PV system at the end of line 2–7. The testing location was 
chosen because of its position in the centre of the network. The following result can be observed in 
the nodes adjacent to the testing location. For this study, two scenarios with and without 
background harmonics have been examined. To achieve these results, the network was modelled 
with constant P, I, and Z loads to produce zero background harmonics on the distribution network. 
This is in not a very accurate model that represents a real-world scenario as commercial and 
residential loads will produce some background harmonic distortion. This, however, can also be 
simulated with PowerFactory since the load can be combined with motor load, inductor, and shunt 
capacitor that will be connected to the new loads and will produce background harmonics. With the 
high PV penetration in the network combined with the growing unbalance loads, the power quality 
will become affected. The size of each load point is 0.75 MW in total of general load and reactive 
load. Due to this, a harmonic study is needed to counter the problem that will present in the near 
future.  
The loads used in this study are composed of multiple unbalance loads. These loads can be 
simulated in PowerFactory by changing their properties to simulate the real unbalance load. 
Examples of unbalance loads are CFL lights, computers, television, and motors. Several combinations 
of these loads are combined randomly to be placed in each new load point to represent a residential 
situation load.   
Odd harmonics will be generated from primarily single-phase loads (3rd, 5th, 7th, and so on), and 
heavier loads that require more phases will produce higher harmonics (7th, 11th, 13th). Non-linear 
load harmonics can be scaled down or up depending on the needs of the study due to harmonic 
superimposition. This can be done mainly to simulate the dynamic real-world situation. When this is 
done, a distortion diagram can be obtained and analysed further. 
The size of one PV system is about 300 kW and operating at 0.9 PF. The PVs will be added to up to 
five systems to simulate the growth of the network and its harmonic effect. To simulate the study, a 
switching frequency of 2400 Hz has been chosen. The background harmonic is also set at 4% of the 
current value as it is the average standard harmonic in the distribution network. The PV system will 
supply extra harmonics generated by its inverter that is calculated directly by Power Factory. Two 
case studies have been done, and the result will be checked with IEEE 929-2000 and AS4777.2:2015 
standards to ensure the network is still in safe operating condition. All the studies have been 




Several scenarios have been tested to separate the results of with and without background 
harmonics, and also to test the network when more PVs are added to it. For the first scenario, static 
loads were placed in the PCC and resulted in nearly no harmonic distortion in the network. The small 
number of harmonics that represented were mainly due to the PV inverter switching harmonics. This 
shows that the harmonics that are produced by the source and PVs because of irradiation, 
temperature, etc., are not affected by the level of the supply voltage. 
Up to the 21st harmonics of voltage and current were recorded for analysis purposes. The results are 
shown below. 
Scenario one: Without background harmonics 
 
Figure 16: Voltage harmonic result 
From the results, the 5th order harmonic is the most noticeable, followed by the 7th and 11th 
harmonics. In these current states, all the individual harmonic order is still within safe levels 
according to the IEEE harmonic standard. However, further increasing the PV system in the network 
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will also increase the amount of harmonic distortion in the network by a small amount each time. 
 
Figure 17: Current harmonic result 
The current harmonic results show that instead of decreasing harmonic distortion with higher 
output power shown as shown in the voltage harmonic, the opposite is proven. Also, with each new 
set of PVs that are installed in the system, the harmonic distortion percentage seems to decrease by 
a small number. The highest percentage can be found in the 1PV configuration when the 3rd order 
goes through 3%, the 5th goes through 5% and the 7th goes through 3%. All are high numbers for 
harmonic limit. Adding more PV inverters will affect the network’s harmonic level. Triple harmonics 
that flow in the network, especially in neutral, will also affect the network by overheating and 
overloading it. Before this happens, a solution must be presented. 
Scenario two: With background harmonics 
 
Figure 18: Voltage with background harmonic result 
The second scenario was done by introducing background harmonics by replacing the static load 
with unbalanced load in the network. By doing this, the average voltage harmonics in the system 
becomes about 2.5%. The result was noticeably different compared with the previous scenario.The 
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total average harmonics are increased by about 1–1.5% from its previous values. The 7th harmonics 
also attained the highest percentage compared to the 5th in the previous scenario. Overall, the 
network is still within the safe level. 
 
Figure 19: Current with background harmonic result 
The current harmonic results in the second scenario are similar to the first scenario, with the 
exception of the increase in the harmonic distortion due to the non-linear loads. The average 
harmonic increase in the network is about 3.5%. The highest harmonic level is still attained by the 5th 
and followed by the 3rd harmonics. The current harmonics results are also similar to the previous 
study. It will decrease as more PVs are added to the system.  
Discussion 
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Figure 21: Average total current distortion 
As figure 20 shows in the first case with linear loads, the total harmonic distortion increases per PV 
added to the system and will likely to continue increasing if more PVs are added to the network. 
However, with non-linear loads introduced to the system, the harmonic distortion relatively stays at 
the same level of 0.95% and will likely stabilise in that level if more PVs are added to the network. 
Figure 21 shows that in both scenarios, current harmonics behave in the same pattern. It started 
with a high harmonic level and kept reducing as more PVs were introduced to the network. The only 
difference in both scenarios is an increase in harmonic percentage when non-linear loads are 
introduced as non-linear loads produce extra harmonics into the network.   
The results of these two scenarios show that the addition of more PVs to the network will not cause 
a major problem in the network. All harmonics in both voltage and current are showing a safe level 
and still comply with Australian standard 519-2014. However, both voltage and current harmonics 
should be constantly monitored to not cause any future major damage to the network equipment 
and to maintain acceptable power quality.  
First Scenario 
For the first scenario, the 13-bus system has been modelled in DigSILENT PowerFactory with only 
static loads placed. The study was done in three phase configurations to see the effect of harmonic 
on each phase. Five sub scenarios were done to test the harmonic effect of more PVs being added 
into the system. Each scenario involved adding a set of identical PVs to the system and measuring 
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and simulation is set to measure total harmonic distortion (THD) in the network. IEEE 519-2014 
stated that voltage harmonic should not be more than 8%, and current harmonic should not be 
more than 5%. The study has been done up until the 21st harmonic to ensure there is enough data 
to be analysed. All loads were at 100% with constant P delivered via the PV system. 
The tables below represent the voltage and current harmonics in some nodes when more PVs are 
added to the system. It can be seen that voltage harmonics are at the highest for PCC and bus 7, and 
lowest at node bus 2. Total harmonic distortions are different in each phase indicating the unbalance 
network that has been tested. In this study, each phase is connected to different load levels, phase A 
being the average load, phase B being the low load, and phase C represents the highest load. It can 
be seen that phase B has the highest THD compared to phases A and C. The results also show that 
phase C is similar to phase A with the slightly higher values. It can also be noticed that the variation 
in the voltage harmonics in each PVs and nodes are almost multiplied. For current THD, phase B with 
five PV systems installed produce the highest current THD at 14.6%, which is over the safe limit 






1 2 3 4 5 
A 
Bus 2 0.0525 0.1055 0.1536 0.2115 0.2935 
Load 0.0721 0.1186 0.1986 0.2685 0.3562 
PCC 0.0845 0.2154 0.3025 0.4112 0.5012 
Bus 7 0.1249 0.2436 0.3362 0.4361 0.5321 
B 
Bus 2 0.0911 0.1621 0.2215 0.3065 0.3633 
Load 0.1354 0.2103 0.2964 0.3552 0.3996 
PCC 0.1986 0.3346 0.4421 0.3501 0.5536 
Bus 7 0.2415 0.3389 0.4453 0.5312 0.6925 
C 
Bus 2 0.0532 0.1123 0.1623 0.2123 0.3064 
Load 0.7421 0.1206 0.2106 0.2726 0.3668 
PCC 0.0862 0.2267 0.3112 0.4135 0.5123 
Bus 7 0.1355 0.2529 0.3452 0.4426 0.5413 









1 2 3 4 5 
A 
Bus 2 0.3126 0.5234 0.8562 1.4452 1.7826 
Load 0.3061 0.5103 0.8112 1.7268 1.9628 
PCC 0.3521 0.5523 0.8621 1.0213 1.1234 
Bus 7 0.3625 0.5623 0.8721 1.1203 1.1346 
B 
Bus 2 0.5523 1.1245 1.5623 2.4632 2.8264 
Load 1.7265 2.9685 7.9362 12.6267 14.6253 
PCC 1.2356 1.7261 2.4263 2.8261 2.9236 
Bus 7 1.2335 1.8236 2.5523 2.6234 2.7234 
C 
Bus 2 0.3226 0.5361 0.8336 1.4521 1.8263 
Load 0.3112 0.5206 0.8216 1.8623 2.0126 
PCC 0.3662 0.5622 0.8723 1.1234 1.2331 
Bus 7 0.3726 0.5713 0.8863 1.1403 1.2627 
Table 8: Phase total current distortion with no current harmonics 
Second Scenario 
To simulate a real-world scenario of a distribution network, non-linear loads must be added to the 
system. These non-linear loads will produce some harmonics that will affect the system’s THD. This 
study is similarly done in DigSILENT PowerFactory with a 20% increase in load to simulate a worst-
case scenario in the system. The study was also done in similar three-phase configurations. The 





1 2 3 4 5 
A 
Bus 2 1.6823 2.198 2.2355 2.3216 2.3446 
Load 3.2256 3.8826 3.8867 3.9216 4.0024 
PCC 3.2175 4.4267 4.4356 4.5124 4.6213 
Bus 7 3.5592 4.6372 4.6623 4.7231 4.8826 
B 
Bus 2 1.4885 2.0346 2.1127 2.1258 2.1426 
Load 2.8023 3.7649 3.7723 3.8112 3.9316 
PCC 2.8126 4.2316 4.2442 4.3521 4.4261 
Bus 7 3.1267 4.3612 4.4861 4.5216 4.6623 
C 
Bus 2 1.7236 2.2259 2.3264 2.4236 2.5216 
Load 3.3210 3.9982 4.1012 4.1251 4.2613 
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PCC 3.3126 4.5627 4.6224 4.7226 4.8236 
Bus 7 3.6259 4.7264 4.8216 4.8857 4.9124 





1 2 3 4 5 
A 
Bus 2 2.9216 4.5231 4.8215 5.5214 6.0251 
Load 3.2113 5.1031 5.3168 5.5627 6.2153 
PCC 3.2121 4.7263 4.8264 4.8261 4.9627 
Bus 7 3.4426 5.1728 5.2946 5.3284 5.4628 
B 
Bus 2 3.2142 5.4291 5.7249 6.7284 7.1255 
Load 4.4215 7.9648 8.8526 10.5276 11.6625 
PCC 4.4302 7.6284 7.7245 7.7246 8.2216 
Bus 7 4.4355 7.6346 7.7623 7.8264 8.2352 
C 
Bus 2 2.9564 4.6281 4.9634 5.6315 6.2153 
Load 3.3125 5.2167 5.4261 5.6451 6.3452 
PCC 3.3561 4.8261 4.9261 4.9627 5.1225 
Bus 7 3.5264 5.2467 5.3167 5.4286 5.5367 
Table 10: Phase total current distortion with background harmonics 
In Table 10, the voltage THD seems to increase by 0.5% in phases A and C, and around 0.8–0.9% for 
phase B. Similar to the previous scenario, adding more PVs will result in more phase THD in each 
node. If more PVs are added to the system, the voltage THD will increase to beyond the safe limit 
suggested by the standards and will cause a major voltage distortion that can damage the 
equipment. 
For the current THD, the result is comparable to the previous scenario. All phases’ current THD still 
increase with more PVs added to the system. In phases A and C, it can be seen that with each PV 
added to the system, a 2% increase of THD can be observed. For phase B, roughly 2.2–2.3% increase 
can also be seen. Furthermore, it can be seen that with 5 PVs added into the system, the load node 
in phase B reached 11.6% THD, which does not meet the IEEE 519 standard requirement.  
Summary 
This chapter has observed and analysed the harmonic effect of adding more PVs to the distribution 
network. The research was done with individual harmonics up to the 21st order to analyse the effect. 
Further study also has been done to isolate each phase and its individual average harmonics to 
better understand the harmonic effects. The research also has been done in two scenarios. The first 
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scenario is without background harmonics, and the second is with background harmonics. The study 
has been done in DigSILENT PowerFactory with the IEEE 13-bus distribution network chosen as a 
base system. To simulate an unbalance network, non-linear loads were installed to generate 
harmonics that represent the real-world scenario. 
The results of the study show that adding more PVs to the system can cause a harmonic distortion 
issue. While the result seems to be milder on individual harmonic order, further study for each 
phase indicated a high distortion in high PV penetration. Phase B seems to be more affected by 
harmonic distortion compared to phases A and C. Phase B is loaded with the low load condition. A 
comparable case can also be seen from the individual harmonics’ result. The individual harmonics 
result indicates that if PVs delivered the lowest load, they would reach higher current distortion. In 
the case of five PVs, some phase B results even went above the limit set by IEEE and AS/NZ 
standards. Further study is still needed to understand the harmonic effect in the distribution 
network. 
Double Feeding a Distribution Network 
Introduction 
This chapter proposes a solution that will have an impact on an unbalanced and balanced 
distribution network with a high PV penetration. Integrating a second connection to a network could 
have a beneficial impact to a distribution network and will potentially fix some of common power 
quality issues. Double feeding a network will be explored in different cases and scenarios. 
The objective of double feeding a distribution network is to provide the previously farthest node 
with closer grid connection, that will provide a better power quality compared to a distribution 
network with only one grid connection. The study will be done in the same IEEE 13 bus distribution 
network in DigSILENT Power Factory modelling software. The study will cover voltage rise, voltage 
unbalance, voltage sag/swell, flicker, and harmonic study. All of the study will have the same base 
value as previous chapters. 
Choosing a location for the second grid connection was determined by the bus location. In this 
study, bus 12 was selected due to its middle-end point location that will distribute the new power 
evenly to the rest of the grid. Same transformer size and line length was also selected to simulate a 
pure double feeding condition with no large power loss in the line. The new second grid connection 




Figure 22: IEEE 13 bus distribution network double fed 
Voltage Rise 
In the previous chapter a voltage rise was identified as one of the problems with adding more PV to 
the network. Three scenarios were studied and observed, on the first scenario a low PV penetration 
was considered and resulted in a safe network level, in the second scenario a high PV penetration 
was done and resulted with some bus experiencing an over voltage situation exceeding 1.05 pu limit, 
In the third scenario, an even higher pv penetration was observed and resulting with multiple 
overvoltage problem found in the network.  
For the double feeding study, a third scenario was chosen as a base model to simulate the worst 
possible condition possible. For this study a PV production of 2025 kW was simulated to bus 
4,5,6,9,11, and 12. A second grid connection was also directly connected to bus 12. The result of the 




Figure 23: Voltage rise double fed result 
 
Figure 24: Daily voltage result for double fed network 
As figure 24 shown, no over voltage problem was found in the network. Compared to the previous 
chapter, especially scenario three of voltage rise, the bottom half of the network are experiencing a 
very safe power level of around 1.02 pu which is in limit of the AS/NZ standard. Double feeding the 
network will spread the overvoltage generated by the PV panels back into the grid, which resulted in 
a safer voltage level and more power generated to the grid and to the network. This result showed 
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Figure 25: Comparison between double fed (top) and scenario 3 (bottom) 
To show the effect of double feeding the network, result from scenario 3 which was deemed to be 
the most severe case was compared. Here the severe network level can be identified with multiple 
nodes passing the 1.05 pu limit set by AS/NZ standard. Compared to the voltage rise double feeding 
result that is well below the upper limit set by AS/NZ standard. 
Voltage Unbalance 
Voltage unbalance in each phase can present a challenge to a network power quality, in the previous 
chapter it has been observed that voltage unbalance with a low PV penetration present a problem in 
the network. However, a network with a high PV penetration seems to be unaffected with a voltage 
unbalance issue to a certain point where if more PVs are to be added to the system it will affect the 
network. 
For the double feeding study, a same simulation had been done with three scenarios of low, high, 
and highest PV penetration on the network. The study has been done with DigSILENT PowerFactory 
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RMS and quasi dynamic modelling. The result is then put into the equation from AS/NZS 61000.4.30 
to determine the voltage unbalance level. 
 
Figure 26: Voltage unbalance double fed 
As figure 26 shown, compared to the previous study with no double feeding scenario one is now just 
under the five percent threshold. It seems that all scenarios voltage unbalance levels went down a 
small percentage. While the result seems to be working it still noted that voltage unbalance level is 
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Figure 27: Comparison between double fed result (top) and default network (bottom) 
Comparing this result with the result of the double fed network, the result is noticeable. An 
improvement can be seen at the nodes that were previously reaching over limit set by AS/NS 
standard of 5 percent. While bus 12 still seems to be a problem in a both cases a better network 
power quality has been achieved. 
Voltage Sag/Swell 
In the previous study three cases were presented and studied to highlight the voltage sag/swell 
problem in the distribution network. The first study in to be done with a single line to ground fault, a 
voltage sag was found in phase A and C. The second case is double line to ground fault, phase A was 
experiencing a voltage sag and voltage C was experiencing a voltage swell problem. The third case is 




To test the double feeding solution, same study cases were done with an additional feeding point at 
bus 12. The study will be done in DigSILENT Power Factory with RMS fault simulation selected. The 
results are presented below. 
 
Figure 28: Single line to ground fault double fed 
For the single line to ground fault, while for some nodes still experiencing a voltage sag problem, 
double feeding the network improve the voltage level to be close to the allowable limit. In phase A 
two bus still experiencing a voltage sag (7&9) however for bus 5 it is noted that double feeding the 
network made its level into allowable limit. For phase B while double feeding the network make the 
voltage level higher than before it is still in the allowable limit. The same situation as phase A can be 
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Figure 29: Double line to ground fault double fed 
In this case, the voltage sag problem was worse than the single line to ground fault. However, 
double feeding a network resulted in a slightly better voltage quality in the network. In phase A, all 
nodes are still experiencing a voltage sag problem, a slight increase of 5-10 percent of voltage level 
was observed. In phase B, similar voltage level was observed compared to the network before it was 
double fed, no notable increase or decrease was visible. In phase C, double feeding the network 
decrease the voltage level. Before it was double fed, phase C was close to the 110 percent limit. 
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Figure 30: Three phase symmetrical fault double fed 
In this case, double feeding the network make a noticeable impact in phase A and C. In the previous 
study, three phase symmetrical fault made phase A sag. Double feeding the network resulted with 
phase A went to a safe level of 90 percent. Phase B did not experience a noticeable change in 
voltage level, it still stays in a same level. In phase C a voltage sag problem is still a problem with bus 
7 and 9, with bus 2 in an absolute voltage level of 0.9 pu. However, compared to the original 
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Figure 31: Comparison between default network (left) and double fed network (right) 
Compared to the previous results shown in figure 28, 29, and 30 the double feeding method were 
shown to improve the power quality of the network by reducing the voltage sag and swell problem. 
While some nodes are still experiencing voltage sag and swell problems, the network achieved 
noticeable results. 
Flicker 
Flickering can present a problem to the network power quality. Same studies were done with double 
feeding the system. The study was done with the same condition as before, bus two was chosen as 
the model bus for the PV flicker problem. Two scenarios were devised to divide normal and cloudy 
days with different irradiation figure put into the simulation. 
However, after the study was done, the result is similar to the previous study with little to 
insignificant improvement and cannot be determined as impactful to the problem. Double feeding 
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the network will not improve the flicker problem found in the PV system. However, modern inverter 
and battery system are already proven to tackle this problem with a successful result. It is also hard 
to simulate the flickering problem with DigSILENT PowerFactory, other possible modelling software 
such as PSCad or MatLab Simulink will present a better solution to this problem. A real-world 
network also will be a better alternative than simulating it in the modelling software. 
Harmonics 
In the previous study, increasing the number of PV in the network will affect the harmonic distortion 
level. It has been studied that voltage harmonic with no background harmonic will increase with the 
number of PV being installed and when the background harmonic is introduced to the system, the 
harmonic distortion level remains around the same level. In current harmonic, with the increase in 
PV penetration in the network the harmonic distortion level was decreasing in both scenarios with 
and without background harmonic introduced to the network. 
In the double feeding study, same scenarios were set up and run the same IEEE 13 bus network. In 
the first scenario no background harmonic was tested and in the second scenario background 
harmonic was introduced. Further study with each phase harmonic distortion was also done and 
presented below. 
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Figure 33: Average current distortion double fed 
Double feeding the network resulted in reduced harmonic distortion in both voltage and current. 
While the result still looks similar to the previous study the harmonic distortion level is decreasing by 
3-5 percent. While no issues were found in the previous study, reducing a harmonic distortion level 





1 2 3 4 5 
A 
Bus 2 0.0509 0.1013 0.1475 0.2052 0.2847 
Load 0.0700 0.1150 0.1887 0.2551 0.3420 
PCC 0.0811 0.2046 0.2934 0.3906 0.4812 
Bus 7 0.1212 0.2339 0.3261 0.4230 0.5108 
B 
Bus 2 0.0884 0.1540 0.2126 0.2973 0.3451 
Load 0.1286 0.2040 0.2816 0.3374 0.3876 
PCC 0.1907 0.3179 0.4288 0.3326 0.5315 
Bus 7 0.2343 0.3287 0.4319 0.5046 0.6579 
C 
Bus 2 0.0505 0.1089 0.1558 0.2038 0.2972 
Load 0.7199 0.1158 0.2022 0.2590 0.3558 
PCC 0.0819 0.2176 0.2988 0.4011 0.4969 
Bus 7 0.1315 0.2403 0.3314 0.4293 0.5251 
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1 2 3 4 5 
A 
Bus 2 0.2970 0.4868 0.8134 1.3874 1.7113 
Load 0.2939 0.4899 0.7788 1.6577 1.8450 
PCC 0.3345 0.5192 0.8276 0.9498 1.0672 
Bus 7 0.3444 0.5342 0.8372 1.0643 1.0779 
B 
Bus 2 0.5302 1.0570 1.4842 2.3154 2.6286 
Load 1.6574 2.7607 7.3807 11.7428 14.0403 
PCC 1.1615 1.6398 2.2565 2.6565 2.7189 
Bus 7 1.1842 1.7142 2.4247 2.4398 2.5872 
C 
Bus 2 0.3032 0.5039 0.7752 1.3505 1.6985 
Load 0.2956 0.4842 0.7887 1.7692 1.9120 
PCC 0.3406 0.5397 0.8112 1.0560 1.1591 
Bus 7 0.3465 0.5370 0.8420 1.0719 1.1996 
Table 12: Scenario 1 phase current distortion 
For scenario with no background harmonic, the result is similar to the previous study. For voltage 
distortion, phase B still holding the highest distortion level. Double feeding the network reduced the 
overall voltage harmonic by 3 to 5 percent, which is an improvement over a base network. In voltage 
distortion all values are still in IEEE 519 safe limit level. For current distortion, the overall THD level 
drop by 4 to 7 percent, this number is slightly higher than voltage distortion drops which is 3 to 5 
percent. The result is still similar to the previous study, 14 percent in phase B with 5 PV still over the 















1 2 3 4 5 
A 
Bus 2 1.6150 2.1101 2.1684 2.2287 2.2743 
Load 3.1288 3.6885 3.7701 3.7255 3.8823 
PCC 3.0566 4.2939 4.2138 4.3319 4.4827 
Bus 7 3.4168 4.4981 4.4292 4.5342 4.6385 
B 
Bus 2 1.4141 1.9532 2.0493 2.0195 2.0569 
Load 2.6622 3.5767 3.5837 3.6588 3.8137 
PCC 2.6720 4.1047 4.0320 4.1780 4.2048 
Bus 7 3.0329 4.2304 4.2618 4.3860 4.4758 
C 
Bus 2 1.6547 2.1146 2.2333 2.3509 2.3955 
Load 3.1882 3.7983 3.8961 4.0013 4.1335 
PCC 3.1470 4.4258 4.3913 4.5337 4.6789 
Bus 7 3.4809 4.4901 4.5805 4.6903 4.7159 





1 2 3 4 5 
A 
Bus 2 2.7755 4.2969 4.5322 5.1901 5.7841 
Load 3.0186 4.7969 5.1041 5.3402 5.8424 
PCC 3.0515 4.5372 4.5851 4.6331 4.7146 
Bus 7 3.3049 4.9142 4.9769 5.1153 5.0804 
B 
Bus 2 2.9892 5.1034 5.3814 6.2574 6.6267 
Load 4.2004 7.5666 8.4985 9.8959 10.8461 
PCC 4.1644 7.3233 7.1838 7.2611 7.7283 
Bus 7 4.1694 7.2529 7.2966 7.3568 7.8234 
C 
Bus 2 2.8381 4.3967 4.6656 5.2936 5.8424 
Load 3.1138 4.9037 5.0463 5.2499 5.9010 
PCC 3.1547 4.5365 4.5813 4.7642 4.7639 
Bus 7 3.3853 4.9319 4.9977 5.1029 5.2045 
Table 14: Scenario 2 phase current distortion 
For the scenario with background harmonic added to the system, the result is similar to the previous 
study. Voltage distortion drops by 3 to 5 percent and still in IEEE 519 safe limit level. As table 4 
shown, current distortion level drops by 4 to 7 percent compared to the previous study. The notable 
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value is still phase B with 5 PV that is still over the limit by IEEE 519 standard. Overall, double feeding 










1 2 3 4 5 
A 
Bus 2 0.0525 0.1055 0.1536 0.2115 0.2935 
Load 0.0721 0.1186 0.1986 0.2685 0.3562 
PCC 0.0845 0.2154 0.3025 0.4112 0.5012 
Bus 7 0.1249 0.2436 0.3362 0.4361 0.5321 
B 
Bus 2 0.0911 0.1621 0.2215 0.3065 0.3633 
Load 0.1354 0.2103 0.2964 0.3552 0.3996 
PCC 0.1986 0.3346 0.4421 0.3501 0.5536 
Bus 7 0.2415 0.3389 0.4453 0.5312 0.6925 
C 
Bus 2 0.0532 0.1123 0.1623 0.2123 0.3064 
Load 0.7421 0.1206 0.2106 0.2726 0.3668 
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PCC 0.0862 0.2267 0.3112 0.4135 0.5123 
Bus 7 0.1355 0.2529 0.3452 0.4426 0.5413 





1 2 3 4 5 
A 
Bus 2 0.3126 0.5234 0.8562 1.4452 1.7826 
Load 0.3061 0.5103 0.8112 1.7268 1.9628 
PCC 0.3521 0.5523 0.8621 1.0213 1.1234 
Bus 7 0.3625 0.5623 0.8721 1.1203 1.1346 
B 
Bus 2 0.5523 1.1245 1.5623 2.4632 2.8264 
Load 1.7265 2.9685 7.9362 12.6267 14.6253 
PCC 1.2356 1.7261 2.4263 2.8261 2.9236 
Bus 7 1.2335 1.8236 2.5523 2.6234 2.7234 
C 
Bus 2 0.3226 0.5361 0.8336 1.4521 1.8263 
Load 0.3112 0.5206 0.8216 1.8623 2.0126 
PCC 0.3662 0.5622 0.8723 1.1234 1.2331 
Bus 7 0.3726 0.5713 0.8863 1.1403 1.2627 






1 2 3 4 5 
A 
Bus 2 1.6823 2.198 2.2355 2.3216 2.3446 
Load 3.2256 3.8826 3.8867 3.9216 4.0024 
PCC 3.2175 4.4267 4.4356 4.5124 4.6213 
Bus 7 3.5592 4.6372 4.6623 4.7231 4.8826 
B 
Bus 2 1.4885 2.0346 2.1127 2.1258 2.1426 
Load 2.8023 3.7649 3.7723 3.8112 3.9316 
PCC 2.8126 4.2316 4.2442 4.3521 4.4261 
Bus 7 3.1267 4.3612 4.4861 4.5216 4.6623 
C 
Bus 2 1.7236 2.2259 2.3264 2.4236 2.5216 
Load 3.3210 3.9982 4.1012 4.1251 4.2613 
PCC 3.3126 4.5627 4.6224 4.7226 4.8236 
Bus 7 3.6259 4.7264 4.8216 4.8857 4.9124 







1 2 3 4 5 
A 
Bus 2 2.9216 4.5231 4.8215 5.5214 6.0251 
Load 3.2113 5.1031 5.3168 5.5627 6.2153 
PCC 3.2121 4.7263 4.8264 4.8261 4.9627 
Bus 7 3.4426 5.1728 5.2946 5.3284 5.4628 
B 
Bus 2 3.2142 5.4291 5.7249 6.7284 7.1255 
Load 4.4215 7.9648 8.8526 10.5276 11.6625 
PCC 4.4302 7.6284 7.7245 7.7246 8.2216 
Bus 7 4.4355 7.6346 7.7623 7.8264 8.2352 
C 
Bus 2 2.9564 4.6281 4.9634 5.6315 6.2153 
Load 3.3125 5.2167 5.4261 5.6451 6.3452 
PCC 3.3561 4.8261 4.9261 4.9627 5.1225 
Bus 7 3.5264 5.2467 5.3167 5.4286 5.5367 
Table 18: Phase current distortion default network with background harmonics 
Compared to the previous results, double feeding the network clearly reducing the network overall 
voltage and current distortion level. 3 to 5 percent reduction can be seen in the results. Some nodes 
are still experiencing over the harmonic level limit especially phase B, however the network power 
quality is increasing when it is double fed. 
Line Thermal Loading 
Double feeding the network also has been found to affect the network line network thermal loading 
values. Line thermal loading can present a problem when the values are exceeding the line thermal 
capacity. The problem was studied in the IEEE 13 bus distribution network with a high PV 
penetration in the network. The results were shown below. 
 
Line 
Max. Loading, Min. 
% 
Max. Loading, Max. 
% 
Max. Loading, Avg. 
% 
Max. Loading, Range 
% 
10 to 11 1.12 5.86 5.78 4.74 
10 to 13 5.65 5.87 5.87 0.22 
2 to 3 1.37 7.02 6.92 5.65 
2 to 5 2.74 14.05 13.84 11.31 
2 to 7 7.58 35.17 34.75 27.59 
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3 to 4 1.37 7.02 6.92 5.65 
5 to 6 1.37 7.03 6.92 5.66 
7 to 10 2.53 11.73 11.60 9.21 
7 to 12 1.12 5.87 5.78 4.74 
8 to 9 1.12 5.86 5.78 4.74 
Table 19: Line thermal loading values before double feeding 
Line 
Max. Loading, Min. 
% 
Max. Loading, Max. 
% 
Max. Loading, Avg. 
% 
Max. Loading, Range 
% 
10 to 11 1.10 5.62 5.55 4.52 
10 to 13 5.60 5.63 5.63 0.03 
2 to 3 1.35 6.98 6.88 5.63 
2 to 5 2.71 13.97 13.76 11.26 
2 to 7 3.89 6.00 5.97 2.11 
3 to 4 1.35 6.98 6.88 5.63 
5 to 6 1.35 6.99 6.88 5.63 
7 to 10 2.51 11.25 11.12 8.74 
7 to 12 6.94 22.10 21.88 15.16 
8 to 9 1.10 5.62 5.54 4.52 
Table 20: Line thermal loading values double fed 
As table 5 and 6 shown, double feeding the network reduces the overall average line thermal 
loading. Most lines except for line 7-12 are shown to have better values than before. Line 2-7 have 
seen the most improvement, 20 percent was seen to be reduced from the line which is a significant 
value. However, line 7-12 are shown to have an increase on line thermal loading. The value 
increased by nearly 16 percent. It was expected because of the new double feeding line that 
connected directly to bus 12, providing the network with the new power source. All thermal line 
values are still in the safe level.  
Short Circuit Current 
During a fault condition, short circuit current can be dangerous to the network. Adding another 
transformer to the network should have an impact to the network. Short circuit current was tested 
during a fault condition on bus 3. The first step was to obtain the current value for the distribution 
network before it was double fed, the result was 8.5 pu for short circuit current. The network was 
then double fed and the same test was performed in the network, the result was a slight drop in 
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short circuit current of 8.48 pu. Overall the network still performs as it was before, so added 
network protection should be kept at the new connection point only. 
Summary 
Double feeding a distribution network was studied and observed and resulted in an increase of 
power quality in the network. Voltage rise issues can be mitigated by double feeding the network, in 
single phase and three phase scenarios, both resulted in a better voltage level that was closer to 1 
pu. Voltage unbalance level also went down, although the changes seem to be a small amount. 
Voltage sag and swell also had been affected by double feeding the network. Double feeding the 
network can increase the power quality in the case of different faults. In the case of harmonic study, 
the result of double feeding the network was proven beneficial to system by reducing most of the 
harmonic distortion found in the multiple nodes of the network. However, flickering seems to be 
unaffected by double feeding the network, more studies are required with a real-world network or a 
better modelling software. Line thermal loading also has been studied and found to have a positive 
impact on the overall network line thermal loading level. Short circuit current during fault scenarios 
was also tested with a good result for the network. Overall double feeding the network was 





Conclusion and Future Work 
Conclusion 
PV panels are a popular method of generating extra power for a reasonable price in a distribution 
network right now. There are many advantages of installing a PV system such as it only relies on 
natural energy source, and its payback period. Because of this the use of PV panels on the LV 
distribution network is kept increasing year by year with no sign of slowing down soon. However, 
having a network with a high PV penetration level can lead to several problems. PV panels are 
relying on solar energy to generate power and can be sensitive to changes in solar irradiation level. 
The literature review provided in this thesis stated that multiple power quality problem can be found 
in the network with a high PV penetration. The power quality problems in the network can range 
from a voltage rise to harmonic distortion. In this research, various power quality problems have 
been studied and observed, a solution to fix the issues also has been presented. 
In the voltage quality issues, voltage rise, voltage unbalance, voltage sag or swell, and flickering 
issues have been studied and observed. In harmonic studies, the effect of high PV penetration in 
harmonic distortion also has been studied and observed. The studies were done in DigSILENT Power 
Factory modelling software. The data is then analysed further in Microsoft Excel and presented. 
DigSILENT Power Factory is a powerful professional modelling software that has been used to 
analysed and control both wide and small networks. 
The studies of voltage quality issues in a network with a high PV penetration were done by 
DigSILENT Power Factory in a IEEE 13 bud distribution network. The 13 bus was selected due its 
unbalance and its simplicity to analysed. Several study cases and multiple scenarios were tested with 
various degree of results. 
• In the voltage rise study case, three scenarios were done. The scenarios are divided by the 
network PV penetration level. For the low PV penetration, no major issues were found in the 
network. All nodes are in the safe operating level, although the bottom part of the network 
is close to experiencing undervoltage issues mainly caused by the connecting line 2 -7. The 
three-phase result also shows a similar pattern. For the high PV penetration result, the 
network is experiencing a voltage rise issue mainly found at bus 7 to 13 that are exceeding 
1.05 pu limit. Same results are found in the three-phase configuration. Increasing the PV 
penetration in scenario three also made the issue worse, voltage rise at bus 7 – 13 are now 
at 1.07 pu indicating that it is experiencing a severe overvoltage problem. The three phase 
results also indicating the same problem 
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• For the voltage unbalance study case, same three scenarios as the voltage rise study cases 
were devised and tested. The result of first scenario was over the allowable limit set by 
AS/NZS 61000.4.30 at the bottom half of the network. The voltage unbalance at bus 12 was 
at 5.4 %. The second scenario resulted with below the limit voltage unbalance level. All 
nodes are in safe level, the maximum voltage unbalance level was at 4.8% at bus 12. The 
third scenario shows a similar pattern as the second scenario.  The maximum voltage 
unbalance level was at 4.9 percent at bus 12. Adding more PV to the network will increase 
the voltage unbalance level. 
• The next study case is voltage sag/swell. Three fault scenarios were tested. The fault is to be 
in bus 3 with the surrounding bus as the testing location. The first scenario is a single line to 
ground fault, the result was a voltage sag and swell. Phase A was experiencing a voltage sag 
and phase B & C were experiencing a voltage swell problem according to AS/NZS 61000.4.30 
standard. Double line to ground fault resulted in a serious voltage sag problem in phase A, 
and voltage swell at phase C. Three phase symmetrical fault resulted in a voltage sag 
problem in phase A and phase C. Although voltage sag still a problem in the third scenario it 
was not as severe as double line to ground fault. 
• In the flickering study case, two scenarios were tested. The first scenario was done in a 
normal day condition. For the short-term flicker index the result exceeds AS/NZS 61000.3.7 
standard of 1 and the result of long-term flicker is just at the limit value of 0.65. The second 
scenario is for a cloudy day scenario, the result was worse than the first scenario with both 
values exceeding the standard limits.  
The next chapter in this study is harmonics. The study was done in DigSILENT Power Factory 
harmonic simulation in IEEE 13 bus distribution network. The study was done in line 2-7 with 
multiple harmonic loads separated by an equal distance and a PCC with PV system installed. 
Both studies with and without background harmonics were done and analysed.  
As expected, study with non-linear load resulted with a higher harmonic distortion in both 
voltage and current distortions. For a voltage distortion, adding more PV increased the harmonic 
distortion for liner load scenario, and for a non-linear load, the result seems to be stabilized 
around 0.9 percent. For current distortion, the result of adding more PV is similar to each other, 
both values are going down with more PV added to the system. 
Looking at more detailed values, some nodes were experiencing over the limit distortion. Phase 
B with the highest PV penetration seems to generate the most distortion value in both scenarios. 
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These values were exceeding IEEE 519 standard and should be addressed. Adding more PV to 
the system will increase the harmonic distortion. 
The effect of double feeding the network has been studied and observed in the previous 
chapter. An external grid connection was connected to bus 12 to provide another power entry to 
the network to increase the network power quality. Same voltage level and transformer were 
used to simulate a proper double fed network. 
• Voltage rise was the first problem to be studied with double feeding. The worst result 
from previous study was chosen to be double fed to see the effect of double feeding in 
the worst network condition. The result was a better network voltage level closer to a 
safer level. The new overall network voltage level is now at 1.02 pu. It was concluded 
that double feeding the network would help with the voltage rise problem. 
• The next study is for a voltage unbalance problem. Three scenarios were devised with 
low, high, and highest PV penetration in the network. The result was a slightly better 
voltage unbalance compared with the default network. While the result does not 
indicate an over the limit voltage unbalance, the values are in the border line of voltage 
unbalance. However, an improvement over voltage unbalance is still a good result. 
• Voltage sag/swell problem also has been studied with double feeding. Same three 
scenarios were devised with a single line to ground fault, double line to ground fault, 
and three phase symmetrical fault tested and observed. For the single line to ground 
fault, double feeding the network increased the network quality slightly, mainly in bus 5, 
a few voltage sag problems still can be found in the network. For a double line to ground 
fault, the effect of double feeding the network was more observable, phase A and C can 
be seen to increase their voltage quality while phase B still stays in the safe level. For the 
three-phase symmetrical fault, a slight increase in the network voltage quality can be 
observed, phase A and C can be seen to address a voltage sag problem in few nodes, 
while phase B stays in the safe level. Double feeding the network can be seen to improve 
the network voltage quality. 
• Flickering problem also has been observed with double feeding. The study was 
conducted with similar condition as previously. Unfortunately, no viable result was 
found to improve the flickering issues found in the network. More study is needed to 
understand fully the effect of flickering to the network. 
• Harmonic distortion also has been affected by double feeding the network. Reduced 
harmonic distortion was able to be observed during the testing period. For a voltage 
harmonic distortion, it was observed to be a 3 to 5 percent harmonic distortion drop. 
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Current harmonic distortion also experiencing 5 to 8 percent drop. However, phase B 
with maximum PV scenario still experiencing an over limit exceeding IEEE standard. 
• Double feeding the network also affect the line thermal loading.  Most lines were 
experiencing a drop in thermal loading values, and a line that is connected to the new 
double fed bus was experiencing an increase of thermal loading. Overall, the system is 
still in a safe operable level. 
Reflection 
This research has been a very useful method for me to learn more about a distribution network and 
its properties. Photovoltaic panels also have been proven an interesting field of a study. It also has 
been a real challenge to model a various form of a distribution network scenarios to be able to 
obtain the result of this paper. Overall this research has been a real challenge to use my knowledge 
fully on this specific topic. 
Future Works 
• Further investigate double feeding on various nodes to see if another connection point is a 
better solution. 
• More study regarding double feeding implementation is needed. 
• Study and modelling with a real distribution network to understand how a real power quality 
problem is affecting a distribution network. 
• Modelling in a different software might produce some different set of results. 
• More research is needed to understand the flickering problem found in the distribution 
network. 
• More proposed solutions are still to be identified and tested, including DSTATCOM, and 
energy storage system are some of promising solutions. 
With so many points listed on future works, I wish I have more time to investigate this particular 
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